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Hardware-less VM Storage

StarWind Virtual SAN
SHOWDOWN MILLENIUM!OF

THE

FREE PAID
 

StarWind Virtual SAN® is virtual shared storage. StarWind® eliminates any need for a 
SAN or NAS or other physical shared storage. Software installs on top of virtualized 
or bare metal servers and “mirrors” internal storage between them to create a 
fault-tolerant shared storage pool. It integrates into operating system or hypervisor 
for performance and simplicity of use. 

When using StarWind® to manage your business data there are two options to 
consider: install and “self-support” it in a bit limited set of deployment scenarios 
or… Invest into our engineers to configure and “babysit” your virtualization 
infrastructure completely.

CHECK OUT NEXT PAGE!THE
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Free version comes with basic set of features (NAS is exposed while SAN is kept 
private, Scale-Up is allowed while Scale-Out is not, asynchronous replication is 
allowed to Azure only and so on, see Comparison Matrix for details) and is targeting 
just one deployment scenario which is “Compute and Storage Separated” (paid version 
can also do “Hyper-Converged” and various combined ones). StarWind Virtual SAN Free 
takes two brand new or decommissioned from other project servers and turns them 
into DIY dual-controller “shared nothing” fault-tolerant SAN and NAS by “mirroring” 
their internal storage between them. High available iSCSI SAN functionality is 
kept for “internal housekeeping” thus inter-node communications and Continuously 
Available SMB 3.02 (SMB3) shares and Failover NFSv4.1 (NFS) mount points are exposed 
to storage consumers. Everything is done to simplify installation, support and 
possible troubleshooting. Resulting performance is reasonably adequate and stands in 
line with Enterprise storage arrays. 

Use cases are: 

 - Shared storage for Microsoft Hyper-V VMs and SQL Server DBs (CA SMB3)

 - Shared storage for VMware vSphere & ESXi, Citrix XenServer and various Xen 
VMs (NFS)

 - Failover file server (common data, VDI profiles, backups and so on) (SMB3 & NFS)

Free version is intended to be self-supported or community-supported on our public 
discussion forum. Our engineers will still do their best to help you with your 
possible technical “hiccups” but our delivery (commitment?) here is not guaranteed 
because of the obvious reasons.

You’re IT geek or student, blogger or hardcore admin? You have time, required 
expertise and passion to build, support and maintain your IT infrastructure? 
Yes? Then the only missing component for your “roll-your-own-fault-tolerant-
storage-appliance-for-free” project is right here! StarWind Virtual SAN Free. FREE. 
Production use IS allowed.
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Paid version is “a la carte” offering with all commercial Enterprise features 
included (SAN and NAS both exposed, Scale-Out is now allowed, asynchronous 
replication works not only with Azure but also with on-site storage, Virtual Tape 
Library is provided and so on, see Comparison Matrix for details) and all possible 
deployment scenarios covered (“Compute and Storage Separated” present in Free now 
appended with ultra-popular “Hyper-Converged” and a combination of them). “Hyper-
Converged” with StarWind Virtual SAN running right inside hypervisor kernel without 
any VMs spawned is also supported. Everything done to maximize performance and 
squeeze all possible IOPS and TB/sec out of underlying hardware still having as 
small hardware footprint as possible. Arising performance is absolutely unbeatable 
in class. 

Use cases are: 

 - Shared storage for Microsoft Hyper-V VMs and SQL Server DBs (CA SMB3 & HA iSCSI)

 - Shared storage for Microsoft Failover Clusters, Exchange, Oracle and SAP DBs 
(HA iSCSI)

 - Shared storage for VMware vSphere & ESXi, Citrix XenServer and various Xen 
VMs (NFS & HA iSCSI)

 - Failover file server (common data, VDI profiles, backups and so on) (SMB3 & NFS)

 - Scalable backup storage (iSCSI disk & VTL) (iSCSI)

Top-notch support provided is another key differentiator here. Technically we have 
complete “fire-and-forget” IT solution, you pull the trigger, pay the bills and our 
qualified support engineers do initial POC and production setup, help with picking 
up right and matching proper hardware configuration, provide 24/7 post-sale support 
and generally speaking “babysit” your entire IT infrastructure! 

You’re highly paid IT director or senior system administrator, CFO or other decision 
maker of a moderate size company? You know how to calculate money for your company, 
you value your own expensive time, you care about uptime and general availability 
of your company mission-critical IT infrastructure and you actively look for highly 
performing, well-supported and still inexpensive storage built with virtualization 
in mind? Yes? Then we have a proper solution to your challenge! Storage with truly 
Enterprise features, highest possible performance, unbeatable support plan and strict 
Service Level Agreements. StarWind Virtual SAN. All you need in terms of primary and 
backup storage without breaking the bank! 
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It’s not greatest idea to use StarWind Virtual SAN Free as an “evergreen” Trial. 
Especially with future commercial use in mind! We can perfectly understand some 
people prefer to go “under radar” of our quite helpful sales reps as they don’t want 
to be annoyed and they also tolerate no time bombs in their POC projects because 
they want to be masters of their own time. But… There are few issues with this 
approach: 

 - Features and deployment scenarios in StarWind Virtual SAN Free are both 
somehow limited. Free version of StarWind Virtual SAN is quite powerful and 
gets job done but it still has no 100% of features exposed (Failover NAS is 
present but High Available SAN is not, asynchronous replication deals with 
Azure only, Virtual Tape Library and Scale-Out are all “out”) with just one 
deployment scenario covered which is “Compute and Storage Separated” (“Hyper-
Converged” including option when StarWind Virtual SAN is running right 
inside hypervisor kernel without any VMs spawned and mixed ones are both 
“locked”). This seriously limits evaluation to a smaller subset of a deployment 
scenarios: you want to trial EXACT scenario you want to escalate to production 
use and not “similar” or “close”. The same about features: it definitely makes 
sense to check them out if you need them and not blatantly assume they would 
“just work” for you when required. Making long story short: it would be kind 
of stupid to evaluate failover physical NAS appliance before putting into 
production hyper-converged virtual SAN setup.

 - Pre-sales support for StarWind Virtual SAN Free is not provided. If you 
immediately claim you want Free and willing to go “self-supported” or 
“community-supported” we give you space! If you confess you plan to go 
production with a commercial version our engineers will do their best to 
deliver fastest performing POC in a shorted time term. In case of StarWind 
Virtual SAN Free you’re pretty much on your own so if you have issue you 
can give up at some point after committing quite a lot of your valuable time 
already. In case with StarWind Virtual SAN Free you’re pretty much on your 
own so if you have issue you can give up at some point after committing quite 
a lot of your valuable time. This is quite an unfortunate occurrence. Nobody 
here wants this happening ever!  Again… Give our “best of breed” support 
staff a chance to demonstrate their pre-sales support skills.

Summary: try to avoid using Free as a Trial. We’re not forcing you to do anything 
just recommending what we see as a most straight-forward and proven way to go.
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Key Points

Storage Provider (StarWind) Nodes 
in a Cluster

1 or 2 Unlimited

Storage Consumer (VMware, Hyper-V, 
Oracle, KVM etc.) Nodes in a Cluster

Unlimited Unlimited

Served Capacity Unlimited Unlimited

Capacity Expansion Scale-Up Scale-Up

Scale-Out

Served Protocols (NAS & SAN) SMB 3.02 (SMB3) (Including 
Continuously Available SMB, RDMA 
SMB Direct, SMB Multichannel, SMB 
Transparent Failover)

Failover NFS v4.1

SMB 3.02 (SMB3) (Including 
Continuously Available SMB, RDMA 
SMB Direct, SMB Multichannel, SMB 
Transparent Failover)

Failover NFS v4.1 

High Available iSCSI

Deployment Scenarios “Compute and Storage Separated” “Compute and Storage Separated”

“Hyper-Converged” 
(Including running inside 
hypervisor kernel VM-less)

Performance Reasonably adequate 

(Similar or better than other 
Enterprise SAN and NAS storage 
appliances)

Absolutely unbeatable 

(Typically 5x-10x times faster than 
other VM-based hyper-converged 
storage solutions)

Production Use YES YES

License Life Time Unlimited Unlimited

Synchronous Replication, RAM and 
Flash Cache, In-line and Off-line 
Deduplication, Log-Structured File 
System (LSFS)

YES YES

Asynchronous Replication and 
Virtual Tape Library (VTL)

NO 
(Replication to Azure is supported)

YES

Support
(Give us a call to know more 
as this one is really something 
special in our Paid version!)

Self-Supported or Community-
Supported on StarWind public 
discussion forums

Forums, Phone, E-mail, Skype & 
GoToMeeting, Premium 24/7  

Ticket System with 1 Hour Response 
Time

Dedicated Support Engineer 

Remote Troubleshooting Sessions 

Service Level Agreements 

Pre-Sale, POC, Installation 
Assistance, Non-StarWind Support 
Activities 


